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Good health depends on many factors and
sometimes the different systems of the body go out
of balance.

The body then sends, at first, signals, such as fatigue,
depression, digestive problems..., and if nothing is
corrected, illness.

Functional biology provides a measure of the
functioning state of metabolic and endocrine
systems and their interactions. This biology is part of
prevention and allows the health professional to
prescribe appropriate advice for an approach that is
both personalized, predictive, and preventive.

Take care 
of yourself



 

Dr. Killian
In collaboration with the Club, Dr. Killian surrounded
himself with the best specialists in functional
biology in order to develop a tailor-made
assessment.

The objective is to analyze precisely and in depth
the metabolic parameters of your body.

Expert in nutrition, Dr. Killian has been practicing
traditional medicine combined with natural
medicine for more than 10 years.

Having become essential in nutrition, micronutrition
and preventive anti-aging medicine, he follows, in
addition to his patients, top athletes for the support
of their weight, but also for the prevention of injuries
and the optimization of their performance.

He is recognized for his support around weight loss,
microbiota problems, anti-aging medicine and
sports nutrition.



 Dr. Thomas Killian
Nutritionist specialised in micronutrition

 Doctor specialist in general medicine (Faculty of Strasbourg - 2009)
DU nutrition and micronutrition (Faculty of Dijon - 2012)
Graduated in aesthetic medicine and anti-aging medicine (Faculty of Paris)
FMC in micronutrition (Hospital of Monaco)



The PREMIUM check-up allows you to go more in
depth and detail in the analyzes, to optimize the
proper functioning of the body, or even to boost it. 

This check-up allows:

The dosage of vitamins but also of trace elements, in
order to look for deficiencies or conversely an excess;

The exploration of the oxidative stress of the body, in
order to help prevent the risk of cancers, but also
injuries and a large number of so-called "modern
civilization" diseases;
The search for heavy metals stored in the body;

These substances (lead, mercury, aluminium, etc.)
are extremely harmful to health.

Our 
proposition



Finally, the PREMIUM check-up also and above all
allows the dosage of neuromediators, that is to say:
the good hormones of the brain, the best known of
which are dopamine, norepinephrine and serotonin.

These chemical mediators are responsible for our
good energy but also for our feeling of happiness
and serenity to face the stress of everyday life and to
feel well every day.

Our 
proposition



 
Oxidative
stress
Free radicals caused by pollution, an unbalanced
diet, tobacco, the sun, excess sport or a stressful
lifestyle can damage DNA and ultimately cause
inflammation and cancer. Monitoring the right
balance between these free radicals and the body's
defenses to neutralize them is therefore essential.





 
Trace 
elements
Catalysts of enzymes and hormones, trace elements
are essential for the proper functioning of the body's
metabolism, but also of the hormonal and immune
system, but in excess they can be toxic, hence the
importance of reliable and regular measurement.





 
Vitamins
Vitamins are essential for healthy living and both
their deficiency, and their excess can have serious
consequences. If deficiencies are frequent in
slimming diets or cases of poor food hygiene,
hypervitaminosis is a serious threat in the event of
uncontrolled supplementation. The balance sheets
allow an objective and precise control of the vitamin
status.





 
Neuro
transmitters
Neurotransmitters are substances that allow nerve
cells to communicate with each other and that
allow the brain to relate to the rest of the body.

Synthesized in the morning, dopamine is our
"starter". It also helps regulate the immune system,
muscle growth, motor functions and growth
hormone secretion.

Serotonin when it is secreted at the end of the day,
it plays a major role in relaxation and good mood.
This neuromediator is also involved in regulating the
sleep/wake cycle, since it is used by the brain to
produce melatonin (sleep hormone).



 
Heavy metals
Heavy metals (Mercury, Lead, Cadmium, Aluminum,
Arsenic, Antimony, Platinum, Beryllium, etc.) are
chemical pollutants that have no physiological
function and are potentially toxic.

Excess heavy metals can cause degenerative
diseases in the nervous system and even be the
cause of certain cancers.

They are present in certain dental amalgams,
tobacco and in certain foods such as salmon and
tuna, which Western countries consume in large
quantities. It is therefore important to dose them
regularly to eliminate them from the body if
necessary.



 
Details

Oxidative stress
Vitamins
Trace elements

Check-up:
Minerals
Heavy metal assays
Neurotransmitters

SOD
Glutathione
peroxidase
Coenzyme Q10
Serum zinc
Erythrocyte zinc
Selenium
Erythrocyte
magnesium
Copper
Manganese

Biomarkers:
Vitamins A, B1, B2, B3, C,
D, E and K
Aluminum
Lead
Cadmium
Mercury
Nickel
Dopamine
DOPAC
Homovanillic acid
MHPG
VMA
Serotonin
5 HIA
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Conditions

Check Up: 650€ 

Expert Nutrition Consultation: 280€

Pack One Supplements: 120€

Possibility of home blood sample.
Biological assessment to be carried out in the morning on
an empty stomach. 
12-hour urine test*
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The biological assessments are carried out in
collaboration with an ISO 15189 accredited medical
biology partner laboratory respecting the highest
quality criteria, from the collection and transport of
the samples to the production of the results.

The sample is taken at your home by an accredited
medical sampler and specially trained in these
assessments to offer you the greatest comfort and
certainty of quality.

*(The Club provides a bottle to collect urine at home / Urine is to be collected from 8 p.m., at night if you
wake up, and in the morning when you wake up around 8 a.m.)




